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Bring some JAQUAR-SIAMP innovation into your bathroom.

JAQUAR-SIAMP
Slim Concealed Cisterns.
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Customer Care: service@jaquar.com www.jaquar.com
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HARYANA: 9812004561. JABALPUR: 9981530765. JALANDHAR: 9815914466. JODHPUR: 9829076309. KANPUR: 9336107414. KOLHAPUR: 9822673525. NAGPUR: 9823072050.
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RECESSED IN THE WALL MASSONRY FIXED ON THE WALL + MASSONRY

A - Complete cistern ( feat. double 
flush and floating valves)

B - Supply bend

C - Supply sleeve

D - Wall mounting bracket x 2

E - Stop Cock M 1/2” - F 3/8”

F - Plug x 2

G - Screw plug x 2

H - M6 Washer x 2

I - Cistern anti-condensation lining

J - Supply bend anti-condensation 
lining

K - Template

L - Supply bend cap

M - Foam obturator

D I M E N S I O N S

I N S T A L L A T I O N
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Jaquar has an ongoing policy of design, development, and improvement and thus reserves the right to modify specifications and prices without any prior notice.



Contemporary solutions
for modern bathrooms

The comfort zone: Over the years, bathrooms across the world 

have transformed from functional bathing areas to luxurious spa 

getaways where you can spend a few hours in utmost harmony 

with yourself.

Today, more than just bathing, the bathroom is where one retreats 

to get away from the stresses of daily life. It is no wonder then that 

bathrooms are emerging as the single most important areas, in 

any home.  Great care goes into their planning and interiors and 

considering the fabulous new developments and innovations in 

luxury bathrooms, designing the ideal bathroom to the point of 

perfection is an easy and exciting task.

A beautiful blend of luxury and high technology: New 

technologies have made a grand entry into bathrooms. The ‘smart 

bathroom’ has finally arrived. More and more bathrooms are 

incorporating products with advanced features into their bathrooms. 

Comfort and hygiene blend seamlessly into these products, taking 

your bathing experience to a new high.

Slim Concealed Cisterns-perfect for the modern bathroom: 

Jaquar in continuation of its efforts to bring-in the most advanced 

technology/ products to the Indian market has collaborated with 

SIAMP, a Monaco based company to manufacture and market 

these products in India. SIAMP is one of the leaders in design, 

realization and production of WC sanitary ware equipment and 

is OEM suppliers to major ceramics manufacturers worldwide.

The Slim Concealed Cistern from Jaquar-SIAMP is ideal for the 

contemporary bathrooms. It gives a sleek new look to the bathroom, 

and ensures that it remains clean and hygienic at all times. A result 

of Jaquar-SIAMP’s high technology innovations, this concealed 

cistern is extremely practical, easy to install and more importantly, 

saves a good deal of that most precious resource, water.

JAQUAR-SIAMP – A Partnership of Excellence

Jaquar, a world renowned name in quality bath & Shower systems sums up its philosophy thus. Since 

inception, Jaquar has endeavoured successfully to live up to this philosophy through excellence in every 

one of its superbly designed products.

Now, Jaquar has entered into a technical tie-up with SIAMP to market concealed cisterns in India. 

Founded in 1947, SIAMP knew from the beginning, how to innovate in 

the sanitary market. From the early days it was obvious to the company 

that water was soon to become a precious resource that mankind 

could simply not take for granted. Thus, SIAMP concentrated 

on developing technological solutions which respected this vital 

resource.

Now a major player in the sanitary equipment market, the SIAMP 

group is continually striving to improve the viability, the efficiency 

and the design of its products, which include toilet seats, 

cisterns, mechanisms, inlet valves, WC connectors, mounting 

frames, cladding solutions, maintenance systems and odour 

extractors. SIAMP designs, manufactures and distributes 

its truly large range of products and systems for toilet 

equipment.

As a worldwide partner of major ceramics manufacturers 

and with hundreds of distributors, SIAMP is constantly 

in touch with this ever evolving market. SIAMP is ever 

in the process of detecting the new requirements of modern 

consumers and sustainable development issues. As a 

result, it is the source of innovations, recognized by a 

large number of international patents.



J A Q U A R - S I A M P ’ s  a m a z i n g  a n d  e l e g a n t  c o n c e a l e d  c i s t e r n

No protruding water tanks! Slim Concealed 
Cistern is designed for concealed massonry 
installation. Its thinness allows to place it in 
low thickness walls. This keeps the bathroom 
wall and floor clean and it does not look 
cramped. Give your bathroom a spacious 
and modern look.

Since the Slim Concealed Cistern is installed inside a wall, it hides the entire 
flushing system. As a result, there are no hidden corners which can collect 
dust, dirt and germs. Thus, this system simplifies cleaning and results in 
enhanced hygienic conditions.

Tank recessing allows the creation 
of a shelf. Toilet will become more 
modern.

Gives your bathroom
a spacious look.

Enhances the cleanliness & hygiene 
of your bathroom

Slim 80 is a
SIAMP compact 

conception
mechanism

specially
designed for 

flushing
3/6 liters.

A feature which is bound to become almost 
indispensable in any household is Jaquar-
SIAMP’s truly impressive dual flush system. 
Two neat buttons on single plate indicates the 
two levels of flushing water available to you. 
Press the larger button and you get a full six 
litres of water. Press the small button and you 
get three litres, enabling you to save the 
precious water by half. This not only saves the 
water in your storage tank, but also proves to 
be economical in the long run.

The amazing water saving dual flush system

Sleek, stylish  flush control plates
These elegantly designed dual flush control 
plates are designed to take your bathroom 
design to the next level. They are available in 
four models, Smarty, Riviera, Lemon & Moon.

Smarty

Riviera

Handy 95 L
is a noiseless 

SIAMP original 
equipment
supplied to 

world’s main 
ceramic

manufactures.

The problem with most flush valves is that
they make too much of noise while in use. 
This problem becomes a serious one in hotels 
and apartments where the rooms are attached. 
If a flush is used in one apartment it can be 
heard in other apartment too. To avoid this, 
SIAMP has developed a technically advanced 
silent flush valve and fast filling hydraulic float 
valve due to which the flushing sound is 
minimised during usage.

Makes less noise

Oring and lips seals together with tubes diameter 
accuracy guarantee no water leakage will happen 
when flusing.

No damage from condensation
S l im Concea led  C i s te rn  has  an
anti-condensation lining wrapping tank and 
supply band which ensures that no damage 
is done on the massonry because of 
condensation.

Tank outer connection to 
water supply network

Easy installation
These Slim Concealed Cisterns are easy to 
Install and reduce installation time due to 
tank outer connection to water supply network.

Easy to open up and easy to 
maintain
What comes as a pleasant surprise to most 
is the fact that Slim Concealed Cistern is 
extremely easy to access and maintain, at 
all times. It is 
blow moulded 
in one piece to 
eliminate the 
risk of leakage, 
but i t  does 

require cleaning or a change of the joints and 
membrane of the cistern equipment, from time 
to time, depending on the hardness of the network 
water. In that case, all you do is remove the control 
plates and you have complete access to the entire 
concealed cistern. In fact, the fitting valve as well as the 
flush valve may be removed and replaced with the greatest 
of ease, even without the use of tools.

Easy access maintenance concept 
allows fast and efficient maintenance 
as all tank components can easily 
be withdrawn through command 
plate windows

One piece tank 
is made from 
PEHD offering 
s p e c i f i c
characteristic
of strength and 
flexibility.

Slim Concealed Cistern, due to its heavy 
water discharge, cleans the pan perfectly. 
Also, there is no leakage problem even on 
higher water pressure which is generally seen 
in high rise buildings.

Perfect pan cleaning & suitable to 
work under variable water pressure 
conditions:

Water flow is 2.1 ltrs. by seconds 
for perfect pan finsing. Large flush 
volume can be increased to 2.5 ltrs.



Smarty is an elegantly 
designed dual flush control 
plate made of ABS and is 
available in Chrome and 
White finish. It will add class 
to your bathroom décor.

Smarty

Riviera is dual flush control 
plate made of ABS and 
comes in Chrome finish to 
match your bathroom 
décor.

Riviera

Polyamide fixing & activation screw

Large volume control

Small volume control
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Large volume control

Small volume control

Polyamide fixing
and activation
screw

Lemon

Moon

Polyamide fixing
and activation
screw

Large volume control

Small volume control
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Cute and perky, Lemon is 
an attractive dual flush 
control plate made of ABS. 
It comes to you in an 
attractive chrome finish and 
is sure to add zing to your 
bathroom interiors.

Bringing the beauty of
the full moon into your 
bathroom is Moon, a 
beautifully designed dual 
flush control plate made of 
ABS. It is available in a 
striking chrome finish.


